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Note: These notes are taken from the web page Unifications or (and) a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be
published as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s
words. However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

“If those who love me make even a small mistake, the spirit world takes them (to the spirit world). Why? Their
mistakes will affect even the spirit world. When they help me on earth their merits affect the spirit world, but to the
contrary, when they are against me, their ancestors find them in a difficult position. That’s why such persons on
earth will be taken to the spirit world by their ancestors. Do you understand? Their ancestors will take them to the
spirit world. Ancestors are in a position where they have greatest concern in their descendants and that’s why it is
ancestors that remove such people on earth.

Again, if those who I love or those who love me become against me, their ancestors will say ‘Why do you block our
path where we must advance from an individual level to a familial, tribal, national and worldwide level?’ and remove
such people from earth. Even satanic powers on earth will help their ancestors to do so as soon as possible. That’s
why you see in our church those who followed me very well end up suffering diseases such as cancer and die. That
has happened all the time. Therefore, I myself either cannot live only for Korea or your children. I must go forward
living for the greater good.”

“I have been talking about D-Day. Pray for D-Day, and the more you offer Jeong Seong in Hoon Dok Hae focusing
on that day, the more spiritual power you get. Those who offer Jeong Seong will never perish.”

“In Mongolia, we have had conferences seven times but now we cannot have it there. I financially helped that
country a lot, but they transferred all the foundation I established to their own.”

“I talked about Las Vegas, the Hoover Dam and the Grand Canyon in the 70’s but nobody understood it at that time.”
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